Subject: New book
From: Walt Tuvell <walt.tuvell@gmail.com>
Date: 05/26/17 15:08
To: Judicial Council <Florence_Pagano@ca1.uscourts.gov>, Judicial Conference
   <JCD_PetitionforReview@ao.uscourts.gov>, James Comey
   <james.comey@ic.fbi.gov>, Ray Hulser <raymond.hulser@usdoj.gov>, DOJ OIG
   <oig.hotline@usdoj.gov>, DOJ OPR <opr.hotline@usdoj.gov>, "FBI Division,
   Criminal" <Criminal.Division@usdoj.gov>, Rod Rosenstein
   <rod.rosenstein@ic.fbi.gov>
CC: JM@GG <JudicialMisconduct@googlegroups.com>,
sandra.sperino@uc.edu, "Thomas, Suja A" <sathomas@illinois.edu>

To the Authorities reviewing my case, Tuvell v. IBM (http://judicialmisconduct.us
/CaseStudies/WETvIBM/Story) —

Following up on my two preceding letters (included below):

A very important book, highly relevant to my case, has been published just this
month: "Unequal: How America's Courts Undermine Discrimination Law," by
Sandra Sperino and Suja Thomas, Oxford University Press
dp/0190278382?_encoding=UTF8&psc=1).

You need/must to consult this book. Taken together with the papers in the ZIP
archive at http://judicialmisconduct.us/drupal/sites/default/files/2017-05
/FedCtAntiEmployment%28NYLSLRetc%29.zip (together with the
references/citations in the book and articles), these resources provide definitive
works on the subject of my case: Criminal/Impeachable/Convictable Judicial
Misconduct (Obstruction of Justice, with Cover-Up) in the context of
Federal employment cases. Of which, my very case is the leading/definitive
example.

I look forward to your responses.

— Walter Tuvell

On 05/22/17 07:48, Walt Tuvell wrote:

I know James Comey is now gone, but I hope this note reaches Rod
Rosenstein. And also Jeff Sessions, Donald Trump, and EVERY OTHER
"AUTHORITY" — PLEASE FORWARD TO ALL.

PLEASE VISIT http://JudicialMisconduct.US (especially
http://judicialmisconduct.us/CaseStudies/WETvIBM/Story) and IMPEACH
THE CORRUPT JUDGES INVOLVED.

Have you, at long last, no sense of decency?

- Walter Tuvell

On 05/03/17 18:02, Walt Tuvell wrote:

Hello Judicial Council, Judicial Conference, DOJ/FBI/PIN (Cc JudicialMisconduct@GoogleGroups.com) -

I currently have proceedings pending with all of you. I trust it's not necessary for me to quote the exact "case numbers" for you.

I am writing here to inform you that I have now established a website, JudicialMisconduct.US, providing the details of my case, in an (another) easily accessible format. You are hereby invited/encouraged /"demanded" to visit it. I am advertising it to others too. The site is still very new/raw, and remains under active development.

If you believe this email note is defective in any way (for example, you may require an "official" U.S. mail hardcopy), please let me know, and I will perfect it forthwith.

This problem not "going away," until YOU handle it properly and fully, according to law and public integrity.

Thank you.

- Walter Tuvell